Abstract-Lot of time is spent on E-Mails for communication in today's IT world, peoples prefer to send email for business purpose and information exchange. Email management is necessary because once our inbox is full of mails we avoid to read out one by one in that case some important email may get missed. Always user try to avoid unnecessary email reading for that a better email management system is required. Here author used fuzzy logic techniques for email clustering. Extract concept and feature, same feature keyword goes into one cluster if a new keyword is found and not matched with any existing cluster than a new cluster is defined for that. Based on these clustering techniques authors wants to update that calendar for real time information and hassle free for reading unnecessary emails.
INTRODUCTION
Representation model of any knowledge based on specific domain which cooperate between human and machine is known as ontology.
So ontology can be defined as representation of knowledge, reusability and sharing. There are various scope where ontology has been used like in information retrieval, information integration, knowledge management, e-learning, bioinformatics [1] . Extraction of some useful information from unstructured data a tool is used for that known as Natural Language Processing (NLP). Information extraction is very interesting domain for researchers, for various learning algorithm NLP tool is used. Ontology learning is very powerful mechanism so it can be applied on structured, semi structured or on unstructured data [2] . E-mail is an important mean of communication in business word, text information regarding any important occasion, meeting, interview schedule etc. all are informed through email. Every day in user mail box average 30-40 mails arrive in which some mails are very important and some are just for advertisement, promotion, and junk or may be spam mail. From various studied it shows that company are interested to sending mail to their clients because people check their mail three to four times in a day [3] . In [4] multi-level mail filtering scheme proposed which is based on NLP. It's worked on black and white filter list. Classification of E-mails are very popular now a days for personal email management [5] . Categorization of email by the making of different folders for different category mail like promotional, social or primary [6] . Lots of classification techniques used for email classification as well as for filtration of spam [7] . Filtration can be based on statistics, may be on content, through machine learning approach etc. spam keyword within email found by the Bayesian statistical method. For Email classification ontology is an instrument which uses the machine learning techniques [8] . Proper categorization of E-mail update calendar for important event we need some techniques which gives the proper information for important news. Email clustering is based on sentence patterns which is taken from initial subject line. This sentence passed through the NLP techniques, and produced some generalized words such as "person" which shows that different mail contain different person name, and it give generalized sentence pattern. We can understand it in better way that {"person", "meeting" ,"date"} it means that some people ("person") has meeting ("meeting") on someday ("date"). So through subject line same type of email can be categorized. Same group of email represent as a cluster
Here authors used Enron corpus for email processing and has concept extraction, concept relation, fuzzy based similarity finding in the email data set which reduced the overall features for the email clustering and ontology building. Creation of ontology includes many steps as extraction of terminology, recognition, and finding the relationship between extracted terms and used that in formation of ontology for that particular algorithm is required. Processing of Enron email corpus by the use of NLP techniques and make email document ready for extraction.
II. VARIOUS TERMINOLOGY USED FOR EMAIL PROCESSING

A. Ontology Extraction
Image 1 Ontology Extraction Process
Ontology creation for email data set is done in training phase, it provides common vocabulary for those who share same information in a domain. Machine-learning techniques which define the concept and create relation among them [9] . Ontology creation may be like a tree type structure, at the time of training data ontology databases are crated. User can create a domain from which he want to received mail, relationship can be establish between user and sender of email, keywords are important for knowing the category of email. Dependency between keyword and category can be defined through weight and it vary between 0 and 1. If weight factor come like 0 it means that no dependency between keyword and category if weight is greater than 0.5 means dependency is high.
1) Features for Email
Conversion of high dimensional data set representation into lower dimensional data set is called feature reduction. There are two methods for feature reduction one is feature selection and the other is feature extraction approach. In Constructive text some field are more important than others, stemming, stop word removal used, some are categorical text like "to" and "from" fields useful for classification, but not as useful as constructive text. Numerical data shows that size of message, number of replies, number of words, some other information like how message relate to each other's.
B. Concept of Extraction
Here Concept Extraction can be defined in two part 1. E-mail Preprocessing 2. Handling the body part of Email.
Concept extraction is process of fetching term from structured and semi-structured E-mail. It process the E-mail and divide header and body part of E-mail, from header part extracts terms. From the body of E-mail sentence is split into words, and phrases. Parse the sentence and find the noun and noun phrase in the sentence.
Step 1: in this step semi structured or unstructured text of emails are processed. The main aim for preprocessing of Email is to prepare parts of emails for ontology extraction. Sender receiver date etc. are generated by the XML description in preprocessing step.
Step 2: After preprocessing NLP system analyzing of text is done based on their syntactic and semantic property. Text is preprocessed by a part-of-speech tagger and it group the word in grammatical category. Sentence splitter, tokenizer, POS tagger etc. are the most important NLP component that is used for grouping the word and in research.
Step 3: Email is defining as a root in this ontology then concept are extracted by the help of pattern matching by XML tags at the time of preprocessing of an E-mail.
C. Relation Extraction
Extraction of relation is based on part of speech (noun, pronoun, verb, adverb etc.) to find the relationship between these tokens. To extract the part of relations lexicon syntactic pattern is used and for finding the IS_A pattern WORDNET is used. Output obtained from this process is used to establish semantic relation between them and their domain, these would be formed subject predicate and object or Resource Description Framework (RDF).
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Finding email similarity based on fuzzy rule set, each email pattern belongs to one of the cluster.
A. Email Clustering Approach
The To avoid the problem of existing system, suppose we have E-mail set E, and in that set number of e-mail is k like e 1 , e 2 , e 3 … . e k , all together with a pattern vector V of n concepts v 1 , v 2 , v 3 . . . .v n each email belongs to one of the category so d category as c 1 , c 2 , . . .c d , . We make one mail pattern for each concepts in V, for concepts V m , its concepts pattern is defined, by (1) where ,
For
. Here indicate the number of occurrence of in E-mail , can be defined as when email , belongs to category , if it not belongs to any category value of .
Here we have n mail pattern, take an example that we have four emails e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 
For , where denotes the size of i.e. the number of concepts patterns contain in D. The fuzzy similarity of a word pattern to cluster D is defined by (6) Here we can see that . A mail pattern near to the mean of a cluster is regarded to be very similar to this cluster i.e., 1 . A concepts pattern far distant from a cluster is not similar to this cluster i.e., 0 for example we can consider that M1 is existing cluster which has mean vector and a deviation vector now based on this data fuzzy similarity of the concepts type marching shown in (3) to cluster becomes ( 7) Fuzzy similarity obtained for mail pattern to the cluster obtained as 0.6969, so this value is very close to cluster
B. Self-Adaptive Clustering Mechanism
In this clustering approach user has not need to any idea about how much cluster is there in advance. If in the beginning no cluster is exist it then it will be created as per requirement. For each concepts pattern is performed and check the similarity of concepts through the pattern whether it is match with existing cluster or a new one is created. If a new cluster is created, all the necessary function regarding with new cluster is initialized. Otherwise if a concepts pattern matched with existing cluster in that case member function of that cluster updated accordingly. Let C be the number of cluster existing currently, the clusters are respectively. Each cluster has mean and deviation .
1) Self-Adaptive Clustering Steps
Let no of concepts pattern matching initially is and No of category is d ,Some threshold value is defined called for this Initial deviation is defined as here initial no. of cluster k=0 and input is given for that we got one output as cluster Input: Output: Clusters:
Procedure self-Adaptive Clustering-Algorithm For each word pattern , 1
If
High degree of similarity is found in concepts pattern in a cluster with each other. When a new concepts is find, the existing clusters can be adjusted or new cluster can be created. We apply heuristic to find out the order of concepts, we arranged all the patterns, in decreasing order. In this more significant pattern will be fed in first and likely become the core of the underlying cluster. , let , and be three concepts patterns. The largest component in these concepts pattern are 0.8, 0.4, 0.7, respectively. The concepts list is 0.8, 0.7, 0.4 so the order of feeding is , , . This heuristic seems to work very fine. We have to find pattern for every input concepts with existing concepts in cluster.
IV. RESULUT ANALYSIS
We are using Enron Corpus data set mainly it contain business email. The ontology extraction engine and visualization tool is realized using C#.Net built on the Visual Studio 2010 platform. E-Mails were pre-processed for Spelling and Grammar Check using Microsoft Office libraries integrated with the application. The English Dictionary available within Microsoft Office package was utilized as a benchmark. The ontology engine used for evaluation is also interfaced to the Outlook Mail Client and the activity semantic details were successfully updated to the Calendar. Notification remainders could also be enabled for user. E-Mails have been clustered based on the pattern extracted and the NLP visualization clearly demonstrates the relation between the concepts extracted. Here Author uses Enron E-mail data set, and try to find out the exact data set based on these detail like Date, time, venue, meeting etc. and find the number of concept in each mail. In figure 1 processing time of Enron Corpus is given for the 84, 110, 120, 133 E-mails. In figure 2 Enron corpus data set is presented and here it showing that per email number of concept is extracted. For particular mail maximum number of extracted concept is approximately 380. In below figure 3 ontology extracted for different number of Email is given based on fuzzy rule set size. Based on fuzzy rule set we have reduced the dimensionality of the fetched mail and it is an incremental approach for the clustering of email, each cluster has deviation and mean value if a word pattern inside the mail is not similar to any existing cluster a new cluster is defined for that. Relationship is established between obtained concepts in term of number which is given in fig 3. After establishment of relation among the concept now author is able to find out the important date, time place inside that email and calendar should be updated.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper author used proposed Ontology Extraction, engine relies on the Fuzzy Rules defined and extracts information based on string comparisons with the fuzzy rules. Fuzzy based self-clustering techniques for email classification based on concept extraction is presented here. Feature which are similar to each others are put into the same group and one feature is defined for a cluster. If a word is not found to match the similarity with existing cluster than a new cluster is formed for that word. Similarity between cluster and word can be found by the value of mean and deviation. So E-mail clustering became important in today's scenario when lots of email comes in one day. Here author experimental result shows that classification and fuzzy rule set against ontology creation with better efficiency. Number of concept extraction is also showing for Enron email data set. In future work author used the concept of feature extraction and classification of Emails for multi lingual ontology extraction which is an area that need to be addressed.
